New Shorts C-23B Sherpa.

The ideal multi-purpose light military transport.

- New generation of the highly reliable, C-23A Sherpa aircraft. Repeated winner of outstanding performance reports by the U.S. Air Force.
- Double hinged rear ramp door allows both ground loading and air drop operations. Large forward fuselage side door.
- Inward opening side doors for paratrooping.
- P&W PT6A-65AR engines, upgraded wing, and improved landing gear for unpaved and unimproved runway operations.
- Multi-mission capabilities include: Personnel, surveillance, equipment/cargo transport, medevac, paratrooping and air drop.
- Backed by Shorts' outstanding contractor logistics support and an unrivaled record for reliability and low operation cost in both military service and with commuter airlines worldwide.

Do Americans Support the National Guard? 18

Now that the Persian Gulf War is recent memory, can the surveys conducted by the Department of Defense demonstrate the strong support of the public for National Guard members nationwide? Or is the support of the public for the Guard and Reserves as strong as it was during the Korean war? Survey results are provided in this article.

At An Asian Outpost 14

In 1954, LTC Alfred Medendorp of the Michigan Army National Guard died in an artillery bombardment at a distant Asian outpost. His life was given in defense of Taiwan's control of Kinmen Island. Today, the Republic of China government plans to establish a memorial in his honor at the site of the bombardment.

The Tiger Squadron Still Taking the Lead 22

In the next decade, only one of the reserve components will grow: the Army National Guard. The Air Guard will maintain its 91 flying units, but many former fighter units are converting to air refueling missions. New Jersey's Tiger Squadron is leading the way in this conversion story.

The First Shot Fired 30

The first shot fired between the States, at some point, Presidents Lincoln and McClellan may have drawn the line—to speak. And it was at Fort Sumter in 1861.